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Abstract
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) uses the motion of a
small real antenna to synthesize a larger aperture. and
thereby achieve veryjne azimuth resolution. EffcientSAR
image formation requires modelling the radar echo and
compensating uocusing) the delay and phase for various
positions in rhe target scene. Polar-Format processing is
one succes$ul algorithm developed to process large
scenes at jine resolutions. but is still limited, especially at
resolutions near a wavelength. This paper shows how
using tiers of subapertures can overcome the limitations of
Polar-Formal processing and increase the focused scene
size substantially while using only efficient vector
multiplies and Fasi Fourier Trangorm.
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1: Introduction and summary

Figure 1:SAR Concept
smearing their response, and also suffer phase variations
(defocusing) relative to the scene center. These effects
worsen with distance from the scene center. After
transformation into an image, the result is an image with
worsening impulse response (broadening point spread
function) as distance from the scene center increases. The
degree of tolerance for image quality degradation at the
scene edges limits the focused ‘scene size’. The
degradation, and hence scene size, is strongly affected by
operating frequency and the resolution sought, with finer
resolutions (longer synthetic apertures) and lower
frequencies allowing smaller focused scene sizes [ll. The
challenge for image formation algorithms is to focus a
large scene ab low frequencies and fine resolutions.
A numb I of image formation algorithms using various
signal processing techniques have been proposed with
various degrees of effectiveness in the low-frequency,fine
resolution case. For airborne SAR, with its typically notvery-straight flight paths, a most effective technique is
Polar-Formatprocessing, first proposed by Walker [6].But
spatially variant phase errors limit the focused scene

The motion of a radar antenna relativc to a target
introduces a delay and phase in the echo that is a function
of the antenna motion. When the antenna motion traces an
arc, and the radar echoes are coherently collected, the
signal data may be digitally processed to achieve an
azimulh resolution much finer than that capable by the real
antenna alone. In this way a virtual antenna array can be
synthesized that may be many meters (or even kilometers)
long. This technique is known as Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) processing, and is illustrated in figure 1. The
distance function from each point on the aperture to each
location in the scene being imaged is unique, that is,
different for each location in the scene. Efficient
processing of the data into a SAR image, however,
necessitates using transform techniques which treat areas
of the scene identically. The concept is to ‘focus’ to a
scene center and use a transform such as the 2dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (Dmto form an
image of the area around the scene center. Locations not at
the scene center will appear to move or ‘migrate’ around
the scene center as the synthetic aperture is traced, thereby
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diameter D to

larger 0 that we are interested in, the coarser the
resolution is with which we can identify a.The challenge
becomes to exceed the limit in equation (5). To do this we
need to mitigate the effects of the quadratic phase term
which is an error term for FFT processing.

where px is the azimuth resolution, Ilrcoll is the nominal
range, and is the nominal radar wavelength.
One proposed solution is to divide an aperture into
subapertures (subanays) 1251. and perhaps those
subapertures into subsubapertures, and so on, in a tiered
fashion to allow compensation of the phase errors that
limit Polar-Format processing. Each subaperture would by
itself be used to form a coarse resolution image using
Polar-Format processing. The information extracted from
the come resolution images is used to estimate
appropriate phase corrections, whereupon processing
occurs across co-located pixels in each of the coarse
resolution images, again using Polar-Formatprocessing, to
form a finer resolution image, and so on. These stages
form a pipeline architecture that uses only easily
implemented vector multiplies and DFTs, to overcome the
scene size barrier in equation (1). This paper shows how
the new limit for scene size for this technique using N,
levels (tiers) of subapertures becomes

3: Subapertures
We do this by making a coarse resolution estimate of CO,
and use this to compensatef(n) before proceeding to a fine
resolution estimate. Conceptually, we make coarse
resolution estimates of w by dividing the aperture into
subapertures, as in figure 2(b). Mathematically, we do this
by splitting the domain of index n into groups of indices
ml and m2, by making n = m l + A2m2, where ml is
intra-subaperture index and is limited to the domain
- M 1 / 2 5 ml I M ! / 2 - 1 , m2 is the inter-subaperture
is
limited
to
the
domain
index
and
- M 2 / 2 I:m2 IM 2 / 2 - 1 , and A2 is a data decimation
factor, with subapertures overlapped by an amount
( M I- A2) . Overlapping subapertures is necessary to
control sidelobes. We rewrite the functionf(n) as
f(ml,m2) =

(NI+ 1)

2

[

expj w ( m l + A2m2) + am ( m l + A2m2)

Consider a function of the form
,

(3)

2

with known constant a, 0 < U cc 1 , unknown constant 0,
-n/2 I-R/2 I w IR / 2 < n/2, and series index n,
available over an aperture N/2 In IN / 2 - 1 . The
challenge is to determine w with as line a precision and
accuracy as possible within the range IwI 5 R/2 , and
efficiently.
If a were zero, the task would simply amount to a
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) across n and yield a
resolution p in w of about 2 x / N . For this case, larger N
means liner resolution, without bound.
For nonzero a, we must consider the quadratic phase
term (quadratic in n). For small iT and small N, this term
can be ignored. A reasonable criteria might be
a (R/2)

( N / 2 ) Ix / 2 .

(4)

a ( R / 2 ) ( M I/ 2 ) I n/2.

(7)

With this restriction, a DFT of equation (6) yields
approximately

(a) One large aperture

-- -- -(b) Aperture divided into one level of subapertures

m-

across the data set limited by
Performing an
equation (4) then yields the constraint
RIP/J7ca/2.

(6)

The plan now is to perform a DFT across a much
shorter ranged index m l , and do this for each index value
m2, bu first we need to examine the quadratic phase term
2 4
aw ml . To keep this term’s effects negligible, we choose
MI such that

2: One-dimensional analogy

f ( n ) = expj( w n + am2n2)
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(c) Aperture divided into two levels of subapertures

(5)

Figure 2. Aperture divided into subapertures,
and subsubapertures

Here we see the basic dilemma. For using the DIT, or
its efficient version, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the
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2

w + 2 a u A2m2--

for all w. a final DFT across m2 yields approximately
f3

( u l , u z ) = csincM

1

where we define csincM() as a convenient shorthand for
the complex discrete sinc function, i.e.
sin ( x ) -;dM
csincM(x) =
(9)
sin ( x / ~ e)

ib=2nul/Ml -2aib A2m2.

The second, and final, best estimate of w becomes
(2)& =-+2XUl

Ml

2nu2
M2A2’

.

with a final resolution of pz=(2x)/ ( A 2 M 2 ) A sufficient
condition to meet the limit in equation (15) is

(10)

2

2

ap1RA2(M2/2) 5 n / 2 .
The problem here is that the estimate of w depends on
subaperture index value m2, that is, the location of h
‘migrates’ with m2. In fact, with large enough m2, the
migration will transcend several resolution cells (values of
ul). Therefor, for any one value of u l , the migration has
the effect of ‘windowing’ the data over index “2, as the
amplitude peak moves into and then out of the appropriate
resolution cell UI. Since we will ultimately want to
perform a DFT across index m2, it is desirable for the
migration to be no more than about one coarse resolution
cell p1 in total, over all m2 for any w, This constrains

2

nI

(na)-2’3,

(19)

In fact, for N, tiers of subapertures the ultimate
constraint relating resolution and frequency range can be
generalized to

.

(12)

- ( 2 N , - 1)

- ( N e + 1)

Each additional tier of subapertures improves the
constraint, but with diminishing returns. The benefit is
derived from the operation in equation (13), namely, the
compensation of error terms with a coarse resolution
estimate of Q . The use of subapertures is constrained by
limiting migration to acceptable levels, usually about one
current resolution cell oyer the cntire aperture.

*

( u p m2) = f 2 ( u p m z )

[

x expj - QA2m2 - a Q 2 A i m i ) , (13)

with the result expanded to

4: Polar-format SAR processing limits

t

f2

-1/3

p22

where p2 = 2 x / ( A 2 M 2 ! . Equation (19) represents an
improvement over equauon ( 5 ) for a < 1/ ( 3 2 x ) . The
benefit of subapertures is thus established.
A similar development for two tiers of subapertures,
illustrated in figure 2(c), yields an improved constraint

Note that this is more severe than equation (7) since
A2M2 >) M , / 2 . With this consmint. migration can be
ignored in equations (8) and (lo), and allows us to
compensate, or ‘focus’, equation (8) prior to a DJT across
m2, by performing the phase adjustment
f2

(18)

This, with the migration limit of equation (12). yields
the ultimate constraint for a single level of subapertures as

which can be rewritten as,
p1 = 2 n / M , 2 ai2 A2M2/2

(16)

%A2

The phase rotation in this function is typically
negligible, especially in light of the amplitude envelope.
In equation (8), the csinc function resolves o with
resolution (27c/M1), and locates it with the estimate
2

-)I.

x csincM2FT(
M2A2 (U-&) 2xu2

( u l , m2) = csincM

[

Consider a linear-FM chirp radar, collecting echo
samples along a flight path at positions indexed by R,
N / 2 < n 4N / 2 - 1. wiih geometry defined in figure 3.
The cchoes are deramped and sampled at relative times
indexed hy i, I/2 5 i 5 I/2 - 1 . The radar operates with

[

xexpj ( w - 6 ) A 2 m 2 + a w - w- 2 J A2m22, . (14)

By limiting
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5:

Polar Formatted Subapertures
Now consider equation (23) where both indices i and n

are each divided into a single tier of subapertures, as in
figure 2(b), and analogous to equation (6).
n = m1 + A2m2

i = k, +p2k2

(25)
(26)

\
Figure 3. SAR geometry.
center frequency q,,chirp rate yn. and ADC sample period
T,. With sufficiently long pulses [31. the radar's sampled
video signal can be described by
2
X v ( i , n) - A ( r J exp j { - [U,, + ynTsil COS~,,COSCL,,

The processing strategy is straightforward and is
illustrated in figure 4.

C

1. perform a CZT across m l . adjusting output sample
spacing as a function of kl and k2. Use the resulting
estimate of sx to compensate the phase of the result.
2. perform a FlT across k l . Use the result to optimally
estimate sx and sy to further compensate the phase of

where A ( r s ) represents the amplitude of the echo from
the target. The function 5, represents spatially variant
error terms that can be described with a polynomial in n.
By adjusting w, and yn to compensate for variations in
cosy,, and cosa,, and sampling at equal increments in
tana,, ,equation (22) can be simplified to
Xv(i, n ) = A (rs)

the result.

3. perform a CZT across m2, adjusting output sample
spacing as a function of k2. Use the result to again
optimally estimate s, and s, to further compensate the
phase of the result.
4. perform a FIT across k2. The result is the complex
S A R image.

Note that the error function 6, formerly being a
polynomial in n, now contains a number of cross product
terms between ml and m2. The cross terms that are linear
coefficients of the index being transformed manifest

The processing strategy is then to resample along n as a
function of ( 1+ (yOTSi)/U,) , followed by a 2dimensional DFT over i and the resampled n. This can be
accomplished by employing a chirp-2 transform (CZT)
over n that incorporates the resampling, followed by a FFT
over i [4]. Recall that the CZT can be implemented with
FFTs and vector multiplies. By limiting the largest
quadratic term in 5, to less than x/2, then processing in
this manner will limit an individual scene to diameter D
such that

D 4 4P,(IIrc,ll/ho)

112

(24)

where px is the nominal resolution in the x-direction at the
scene center, IJrEOkis the nominal range to the scene
center, and
is e nominal wavelength of the radar,
h, = 2nc/wo.

phase compensation between all transforms
using best available estimates of sx and %

Figure 4. Processing strategy (1 tier)
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themselves as migration terms. Migration has the effect of
windowing the data and thereby limiting the resolution of
succeeding transforms. It is therefor necessary to limit
migration to something on the order of one resolution cell
across the entire aperture. This is done by limiting
subaperture length, and hence subaperture resolution.
Since migration affects succeeding transforms, resolution
limits due to migration only affect the stages prior to the
final transforms, and tend to dominate the effects of other
error terms that broaden the impulse response. The final
transform pair, however, are over data that contains no
cross-product migration terms (or at least none that can't
be accommodated by the final CZT) and therefor have
resolutions limited by spatially variant phase errors,
specifically the quadratic component of the error function.
Migration is limited to about one current (coarse)
resolution cell with the following sufficient conditions,

2

and

P,,

w,

I&,2

Figure 5. Processing strategy (N, tiers)

(30)

achieve finer resolution. This strategy can be extended in a
similar manner to an arbitrary number of tiers of
subapertures. Any number N, tiers will require N,+1
stages of FFT / CZT pairs, partitioned with indices

where D , and D , are the scene diameters in the x and y
directions respectively, px.l and P,,~ are the resolutions in
the x and y directions after the first CZT /
transform
pair, and px,2 and py,2 are the resolutions in the x and y
directions after the second and final CZT / FFT transform
pair. We also define &,I and &,2 as the first stage's pixel
spacing in the x and y directions respectively.
Limiting the quadratic component of the spatially
variant phase errors to about rc/2 limits the final stage CZT
/ FFT transform pair such that

and

2

2 (p c o l p o )

NI+'

= m1+

.

N,+1

and

4,Dy

2/ 3

'

(32)

q=2

p

c [mp].

(35)

( N I+ 1)
W ,+ 2 )
Dx9 D y

''px,(N,+

1 ) (Ilrc0ll"O)

*

(36)

For scene diameters less than this limit, and particularly
when image aspect ratios are non-unity, D, # D the
Y'
assumption that each stage's output resolutions be equal in
the x and y directions, p , , = p,, , may be relaxed,
even to he point that a particblar trangform in some stage
collapses to unity length, that is, vanishes. In any case, the
relationship between intermediate resolutions need to be
chosen to comply with the migration limitations, whereas
the relationship between final resolutions need to concern
themselves with spatially variant phase error limitations.
One useful derivative processing strategy is to achieve
final y-resolution prior to the final CZT and final x-

(33)

which is clearly an improvement over the traditional limit
given in equation ( 2 4 ) . We also note that if the first stage
oversamples its output
I p,, ) then the scene
is further improved by a factor
diameter
.This is somewhat similar to the multiple
( px, 1 4 , l )
corrections case described in [2].
Note that the initial sampling strategy along with the
CZT make each stage a separate polar-format processed
image formation step, but allows successive stages to

Un#.

+

(34)

[-,rIAq]'

The architecture for such a scheme is illustrated in
figure 5. Equation (33) can then be extended to

ay,

4 p x , 2 (Ipcoll/ho)

= kl

p

p = 2

With the reasonable assumptions that p,, 2+ 2 h 0 / 2 ,
iy I x / 3 , and p y , I = p,, = 6 , =
, equations (28)
thru (32) will allow an overall limit on scene diameter of

,

c

p=2

(31)

( 8 4 ) p , 2 (llreoll/43) '

ay,1 5 ( 16/Dy) P,:

over k l

phase compensation between all transforms
using best available estimates of sx and sy

(29)

(pcolpo) '

5 (4/X0) pY, P,, 2 c o s ~ 0 .

%, 1

over m l

(28)

0: gpx, 1 px, 2 ~ l l ~ c o l l ' ~' o ~

Dy I

raw data

(ax,
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resolution. This would allow the final CZT to compensate
for geometric distortionsat the edges of the scene, thereby
allowing easier mosaicking of scenes from adjacent
apertures into image strips [21.

5 km

t

c

1km

6: Examples

‘i?

500 m

a

Consider a S A R operatinf at 150 MHz, at a nominal
elevation angle yo = 30 , and a nominal range
llrcoll = 5 km . Figure 6 illustrates scene diameter limits
vs. resolution for processing strategies employing various
numbers of tiers of subapertures using equation (36).
The benefit of tiers of subapertures is also illustrated in
figure 7, which compares impulse responses of simulated
point targets located at various distances from the scene
center along the x axis. The data was processed to 1 meter
resolution with a -35 dB Taylor window. Other parameters
are the same as for figure 6.

0

cn

100 m
10 m

l m
resolution

Figure 6. Scene diameter limits vs. resolution
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